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Sophie Weston was young and impressionable when she married Jay Babcock, a rich man with a wild heart.

Mar 27, Nolan rated it really liked it Jay and Sophie Babcock met when she was still a teenage girl. He was
virile, intense, and strong-willed. She was reeling from a lifetime of abuse, shy, and desperately in need of
someone she could depend on. Jay almost entirely consumed her in those early days, and despite the
objections of his wealthy pharmaceutical company owning family, Jay determined to marry Sophie. It was as
good a marriage as it can be when one partner is super strong and the other super needy. They did truly love
one ano Jay and Sophie Babcock met when she was still a teenage girl. They did truly love one another, but
Sophie was never given the opportunity to realize how strong and independent she could be. Then Jay
disappears after a climbing accident, and five years later, Sophie has moved on with her life. As this book
opens, Sophie and her widowed sister-in-law are preparing for a family gathering at which Sophie will
announce her engagement to her therapist. But as Jay and she spend time together getting reacquainted, Sophie
begins to have her doubts as to his reality. Is it really Jay? Or is it someone who looks, acts, and talks exactly
like him? This man wears an eye patch Jay never wore, and he seems somehow changed; yet, he has all of the
memories that he and Sophie made together during their early years. He is no less intense than he was before
his departure, but now she fears the loss of her independence. In fact, if anything, he seems more intent to
consume her sexually and to possess her more thoroughly than ever. So strong is his obsession with her that
she often shrinks from it in fear. Is this man indeed Jay, her strong-willed protector? If Jay is indeed truly Jay
as even the DNA tests suggest, then he is the one who will take over the empire from the trust attorneys who
are running the company into the ground. But the widowed sister-in-law, whose dead husband was the oldest
son, wants her piece of the company and wants to take it in a very different direction from that of its founder.
But this is every bit as much suspenseful as it is romantic. The bottom line is, this book is a well-written study
in human nature and it wonderfully examines that thin and all-too-flexible line between truth and deception.
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Husband, Lover, Stranger has 59 ratings and 5 reviews. Nolan said: Jay and Sophie Babcock met when she was still a
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Romantic SuspenseLarge Print EditionSmooth and riveting. Publishers WeeklyNobody could convince young Sophie
Weston that marrying Jay Babcock.
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